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It’s time to celebrate; you’re a fourth of the way in learning some things about

writing your book. So it’s time to:

Give yourself a high five!

But don’t stop there because now it’s the time to reward yourself for your

perseverance. Treat yourself with something special: a concert, a sporting event, a

play, or whatever you like to do. Or maybe you can go out for a special meal at

your favorite restaurant!

But now it’s time to continue toward your goal of writing a book ☺

Planning out your book

As you’ve already learned, much of the work involved in creating a book does not

involve sitting in front of the computer and writing. As much as half your time is

spent in research and planning. After you have most of the information to actually

start the book, it’s then time to:

Figure out your writing schedule.

Sometimes this isn’t easy to do. You already have a full-time job and maybe a lot of

other responsibilities involving family, home, etc.

So how do you make time to write?

Set aside at least an hour or two every day in which to work on your book without

interruptions or distractions. Or big weekend chunks of time.
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1. This can be during your workday when you take a break from your other duties,

or it can be before or after you start work.

2. Some writers feel that they can be productive only in the morning. If this is the

case with you, by all means set aside a couple of hours shortly after you get out

of bed and before life itself begins to intrude. Writers who have regular jobs or

who have children demanding attention, set your alarm clock for earlier than

usual and start working before the rest of the household begins to stir.

3. Some writers feel the best time to create is at night when the rest of the

household has settled down. If you’re a night person plan your writing hours

accordingly.

4. It’s best to set aside the same time every day—weekends or not is up to you.

This helps you set a routine you become used to.

Map out a writing schedule below. Make sure it works for you for at least the next

3 months! Paste it to your desk or wall!
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What comes next?

The next thing to do is to prepare an outline for your book.

Why do you need an outline?

1. Just as an architect needs a blueprint, an author needs an outline. And just as

the blueprint is the basis of a building, so is the outline the basis of a book.

2. An outline shows exactly what you need to know to write the book. Although

you’ve already done necessary research, there may be gaps you hadn’t

considered before doing the outline. Now you can fill these gaps.

3. An outline keeps the writer on track. Just like in everyday conversations, writers

can easily find they’re wandering from one thing to another without any

purpose. They digress; they skip important thing, and the writing seems

disjointed.

What should an outline contain? How should you go about doing it?

First, it helps to write out the theme or central idea. This gives the book direction

and prevents including unnecessary information. This central idea is the goal you

want to reach with your book; it’s what you hope to accomplish. It might be

something like:

The purpose of my book is to persuade people that I’m the person to hire as a life

coach.

The content of the book then should back up this idea. It should explain and

provide examples of why this statement is true.
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The organization you’ve chosen for the book will influence the direction of your

outline.

For example, as you learned, if you choose chronological order, then each chapter

should back this up, as in:

1. What happened in 2001?

2. What happened in 2002?

3. What happened in 2005?

Sometimes an outline really isn’t an outline!

What is it then?

The Answer: It’s a synopsis.

In other words, this sort of outline is actually a summary of what you want to

include in your book and in what order.

The other method is the one you’re probably most familiar with, is:

The Roman numeral outline.

Let’s take a look at each of these. With the first method, the synopsis, you follow

the type of organization you chose to use for your book, most to least important,

spatial, whatever.

You first decide on what the chapter contains and then synopsize what you’ll

include in each. The following shows the first chapter of a book that is aimed at

entrepreneurs.
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The type of organization is topical:

Chapter 1

Survival is humankind’s most basic instinct. Yet mere survival is not enough. We all

want to be happy, to live in harmony. Thus we need to consider others and to

approach life in a logical manner. We want to make good decisions that will lead to

success. Yet how can we know how to make decisions that are right for us? Small

decisions are easy, but major decisions usually are not. We often are afraid of

choosing wrong. Sometimes our fears increase so much that we make no choice at

all. As a result, we lose self-respect, which in turn leads to greater fear. This need

not be the case. Nature teaches us to be cautious, but we need to learn when to

use caution. In effect, we can succumb to negative feelings, or we can be decisive.

To do the latter, we need to change our thinking. To meet this end, I developed a

chart which is designed to map the thinking process and help make decisions more

quickly and with more success.

This is taken from an actual outline for a book.

The author then expanded the paragraph into nine double-spaced pages and more

than 2900 words.
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Here’s an a example of the other sort of outline, the Roman numeral type.

1. Survival

1. Humankind’s most basic instinct

2. Survival not enough in itself. Also need:

1. To be happy

2. To live in Harmony

1. Need o consider others

2. Approach life in a logical manner.

Which of the two to use often depends on your preference or on the content of

the book. Each method is effective, so it doesn’t matter which you choose—just so

it fits your likes and needs.

Doing an outline forces you to figure out exactly what should be included in your

book and moreover, what shouldn’t be included.
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EXERCISES

1. Using either a digital calendar or a large printed calendar, block out the hours

you want to spend per week on your writing. See your schedule above and now

put this into your phone and block out the time!

2. Particularly, if your hours differ from one day to another, consult the calendar

each morning to make sure you follow the routine you’ve planned. If you “fall

off the wagon” one day, don’t worry about it, and above all don’t give up. Just

resume the routine the following day.

3. At the beginning of each writing session, plan out what you hope to accomplish

that day. Set realistic goals. Don’t say: “Today I’m going to write the first two

chapters of my book.” That would be pretty difficult, especially if you have a

full-time job and other responsibilities. If you set unrealistic goals for the day, it

can lead only to discouragement and giving up.

4. At the first of your scheduled writing times, begin working on your outline. This

probably will require a lot of thought about what each chapter should contain.

Importantly, don’t rush this or again you risk discouragement. It takes time to do

a workable outline—maybe even a week or so.

5. Decide which type of outline you think will work best for you—synopsis or

Roman numeral—and approach the job one day at a time. That is, don’t try to

get everything down at once. You’ll probably need to put a great deal of thought

and effort into:

1. What you want to include in each chapter.

2. Determining the most logical order for the material you one to include.

3. If you find the type of outlining isn’t working, go to the other type. This isn’t

about finishing quickly. It’s about accomplishing your goals in the best way

possible.
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Do you have any fear around sticking to a schedule? Any resistance coming up

here? This is absolutely one of the most important aspects of getting a book

finished so take the time now to work through any resistance.

Write any thoughts that are coming up below on scheduling:
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Reframe your thoughts so that this does not feel so challenging for you, as needed.

For example:

“ I cant stick to any times, Im better to do this on the fly”.

REFRAME: Im committing to doing this in scheduled time frames for the next 3

months, even if just as an experiment.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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I want you to know that this is where people often give up or get stuck- but

honestly, you CAN do this! Just decide that no matter what, you will be writing

during those designated times. This is a huge opportunity to break through any old

patterns or conditioning. You got this!
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